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About This Software

The Hollywood Hills Mansion from LOOT Interactive is the perfect place to unwind and escape reality. Enjoy breathtaking
views of the Los Angeles skyline and immerse yourself in streaming entertainment on two large home theater screens, featuring
live content from Facade TV* and Ustream*! Or, for the ultimate in freedom, side-load your own content. (Can be experienced

with or without a VR headset.)

Designed as a realistic immersion into the lap of luxury, the Hollywood Hills Mansion emphasizes the "being" of VR as much as
doing. New features and experiences like streaming music, side loading and more are coming soon.

Press inquiries: contact@lootinteractive.com

* All content is subject to change from the providers and/or developer.
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Title: Hollywood Hills Mansion
Developer:
LOOT Interactive, LLC
Publisher:
LOOT Interactive, LLC
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 14 GB available space

English
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As a lover of Halloween and old 8bit games, this really captures the charms of both. If I had to compare this to anything it would
be castlevania but with more halloweeny. It's dirt cheap and and fun time. Just know it's short once you know what your doing
but the difficulty extends its playablity like most NES classics, so if you love those you'll love this.. Gets boring pretty fast :\/.
An addicting beat 'em up game for all ages! I recommend it for anyone, even if they've never seen a single episode of OK KO in
their life!. please add mouse support to match grind
update the steam version has not get any update since x mas 2017 but the mobile versin is on 0.15 already. What's better than a
pug wearing a sombrero?

Answer: nothing.. There are 3 DLC\u2019s for Homefront The Revolution and all of them are roughly half an hour long
(beyond the walls is bit longer but still less than an hour) and they play out like a single call of duty mission just more mediocre.
It reminds me of the linearity of the first game. I don\u2019t mind linearity it\u2019s just that there is nothing to grasp onto in
these DLC\u2019s they were all over so quickly, feels very weird paying money for them. Maybe I wouldn\u2019t have minded
if the gameplay was outstanding but it\u2019s more of the same generic shooting you\u2019ve done already. Story wise it
continues on after the ending of the base game and it tries to give a more satisfying conclusion and it does but it\u2019s all just
very generic liberation stuff nothing interesting going on.. So it's time for some advice.
If you want to buy something, so go surf for a while, watch gameplay videos on youtuve, check the community center at first.
Don't be like me.

This game sucks
Animation sucks
Controller detection system sucks. Fun so far, and appropriately priced!. lol, wtf is this? boring, slow, dumb -- stop
development.
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EDIT: Apparently, it's a premade asset, with a few additions from the developer. You're getting a premade asset with some
mods, for 90% off the original price. At face value though? I can still say it's an okay game.

Does exactly what it describes. Fun, simple time waster that looks nice and of course runs well. Controls are easy to pick up and
the levels can at times be difficult, but not frustratingly so. I'd recommend it for $2.

Also trading cards :^). 3rd time I bought this game now. First time back in 1999 for full price £ 29.99, second time for £ 6.99
from tesco's in 2003 and now (15.8.13) for £ 2.37 on a steam sale. Kingpin is just one of them games I need on steam.. very
nice tool. Its a bit ugly when you first see it, but when you get used to it you appreciate the simplicity when compared with some
other audio software.. Early game, you shoule care only nuts and upgrade your items (shoes for double jump,...). Late game, you
up HP and that time, you can do all quests.. what i dislike about this is it wont load most of the time. the progress barr geets
hung up. a updqte or fix is needed and has been needed for some time. i love the game but hate the time spent trying to get it to
load. Had a mac, so i bought the game. Upgraded to Windows... now I cant play the game. What a good spend that was. Really
nice and funny game with interesting Minigames. And what is great too, you can play it with 8 players!

I'am sorry for my bad English.

Thanks for that game and for the Updates which comming soon :)
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